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The Cancer Survivor’s Fear First Aid Kit

Five Simple Steps to Release Your Fear of Cancer
Recurrence
by Shani Fox, ND
Dr. Shani Fox, founder of a primary care practice dedicated to cancer survivors, has introduced The Cancer
Survivor’s Fear First Aid Kit, an innovative book and audio package that brings new hope to survivors struggling
with fear of cancer recurrence. Persistent fear of recurrence is estimated to affect up to 96% of the 14 million
cancer survivors in the US today.
“Reducing stress is an essential part of every cancer survivor’s prevention program,” Dr. Fox notes. “This Kit
addresses a particularly common and stubborn form of stress among survivors.”
The Kit offers medical practitioners a simple, clinically-proven tool to place into the hands of survivor patients,
empowering them to quickly reduce stress generated by fear of recurrence. Patients using the Kit have reported
relief from insomnia, anxiety and other stress-induced symptoms.
Praised for its simplicity and effectiveness, the Kit has been called “the beacon out of the dark cold cave of worry”
by Dr. Lise Alschuler, a naturopathic physician and author who is also a breast cancer survivor.
The Cancer Survivors’ Fear First Aid Kit is available direct to patients at Amazon.com. Health practitioners may
contact Dr. Fox at drshani@drshanifox.comdrshani@drshanifox.com to purchase the Kit in quantity at professional
pricing.

Advance Praise for The Cancer Survivor’s Fear First Aid Kit
“These pragmatic and clinically tested steps restore the hope and happiness survivors so rightly deserve. As a
practicing naturopathic oncologist, I am grateful for this guide to recommend to my patients.” - Lise Alschuler, ND,
FABNO, Author, Definitive Guide to Thriving After Cancer
“I have personally seen the fear of cancer be as destructive as cancer itself. This First Aid Kit is delightfully easy to
use, which is the joy of it. My grateful thanks!” - Chris Lewis, Lymphoma Survivor and Survivor Advocate, Chris’s
Cancer Community
“Concise, easy to understand and implement – and it works! Practicing these five steps will be a balm to the heart
and soul of any cancer survivor.” - Barbara Musser, Breast Cancer Survivor and Founder, Sexy After Cancer
“The Cancer Survivor’s Fear First Aid Kit helped us place our worries in perspective and provided us with methods
to significantly reduce our focus on issues over which we have little control. I recommend this book not only for
cancer survivors, but also for those who love them. As a caregiver, Dr. Shani’s advice has worked wonders for
me.” - Rob Harris, author of We’re In This Together: A Caregiver’s Story and We’re In This Together: A Caregiver’s
Guide
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